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l'ENTATIYE METH0D ('IF TEST_FOR POROt:,lTY OLROCKS 

including samples of Drill Cores. 

Bureau of Mine~al Resources, Geology and Geophysics. 

Petroleum Technology Section 

SCOPE 

1. This method is intended for the determination of 

porosity of consolidated sediments. The method is applicable 

to those sed1ments included in rotary drill cores and hand 

specimens of rocks collected in the field. It is not applicable 

to sed 1ments which are too incnhe-rent to withstand normal careful 

handling, which might result in loss of sar.lple in s.uch cases, nor 

to samples showing irregular lithological variations. 

Uot~ 1. Results by this method tend to be slightly 

higher than those nbtained by other methods which do not enlplny 

disaggregatil') n of the sample to grain size or Ie ss. 

DE,'FINITI~ N: 

2. (a) "Total porositytl is defined as the percentage 

of the total volume of the sample which is not occupied by the 

sample grains, cements, etc. This includes both connected and 

isolateo pores, and 1s exuressed in terms of volumes,' as follows: 

PorOSity = 100 
.Dore volume % 
bulk vl)lume ~ 

where pore volume = bulk volume - grain volume. 

The equation then becomes 

porosity = 100 ( 1 -

OUTLINJji (IF ~~: 

grain volume ) ~ 
bulk volume " 

3. The bulk voluwe of the extracted anc dried sample is 

Calculated from the weight of mercury displaced from a pycnometer. 

The grain volume is determined by crushing th~ample to grain 

~ize or smaller and weighing in a pycnometer filled with kerosene 

of known density. The porOSity is calculated by applying the 

equation in Section 2 (a). 
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.AI:l:.AB.Al'us: 

4. (a) 

( b) 

Chemical balance, accurate to 0.1 mgm. 

Suitably mounted hacksaw, capable of cutting the 

sample into a cube of edge approximately tvw 

centimetres • 

MATlliRIAL 

(c) Grinding wheel 

(d} Suitable wide-mouthed pycnometer, calibrated for 

different temperatures 

(a) Porcelain pestle and mortar 

(f) Soxhlet extraction apparatus 

(g) Beaker, lightweight, squat form, 250 mI. capacity 

(h) Balance Case thermometer,accurate to 0.2oC. 

5. (a) Kerosine, of kn0wn specific gravity at the 

temperature as determined in Gecti0n 8 (c). 

?AMPLE: 

6. (a) £reparation-fgr.Cutting: 

A suitable fragment shall be v!armed in a hot air 

oven to a temperature of 60 ± JOC. It shall then be removed 

.from the oven and, while hot, completely immersed in kerosene 

at room temperature and left for not less than one hour. 

(b) Cuttin.g and grinding: 

cut the kerosene-ilapregnated fragment into a cube 

of edge about 2 cm.,using, as cutting fluid, kerosene of the 

SMne quality as nsed in ~pregnating the sample. Grind the 

edges of the cube so that they are replaced by 3pproximately 

plane surfaces about 5: mm. wide. Use kerosene as a grinding 

fluid if necessary_ No large angular cavities should be left 

on the surface of the sample. 

(c) Wash off the cu~tings by agitating the semple in 

kerosene, ann extract the sample in the Soxhlet apparatus at 

least six tim8s with acetone. Extract next with benzol at 

least six times in the same way, transfer to an 0 ven, and dry 

at 9~C. for at least two hours. ~ransfer to a dessicator, and 
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3. 

allovl to cool to room temperatu't'e. 

7. (a) Brush the sample with a camel-hair brush to :r-emove 

loose fragments 

(b) Fill the pycnome ter in a beaker with mercury, b:r-ush 

the exce 5S ')ff the oUt8 ioe n: the !-,~rCn01l1eter and return the 

:-.:w .... cury to storage. ;7eigh the 250 ml. beaker to t he nearest 

tlilligram (W1), place the mercu.'l"y-filleo pycnoLlete't' in it, 

remove the Cap ane place this in the beaker also. 

(c) Transfer the sample from the weighing bottle to the 

pycnometer, collecting the displaced mercury in the beaker, ana 

brush the excess off the pycnometer. Renlace the cap and, with. 

the fin~er tightly over the can, up-end the pycnometer with a 

rolling motion to allow any air cn~appec on the surface of the 

sample to escape. Replace the pycnpmeter in the beal{sr and 

remove the fingeJ:' f rom the cap. Brush any mercury off the 

finger tip into the beaker. Fill the weep-hole of the pycnoillete~ . , 

cap by introGucing mcrcur~r with a tube drawn out to a capillary. 

Transfer the beaker, wi th the pycnoraeter in it, to the ba.lance 

caf"e, ano allow to stane fo:t:" twenty minute s to coc·:: to the temper 

ature of the air. The temperature, as indicatld by the thermomete 

inj,the balance Case after ten minutes, is taken as the tempera

ture T1 , and the volu~e of the pycnometer and the density, Dm, 

of mercury fhall be ascertained e t this temperature. 

Note 2; ~uring the up-ending of the pycnometer, the minimum 

area of its surface should be touched by the fingers, to avoid 

heatine of the mercury ano its subAequent expansion. 

(d) At the expi:r-ation of 20 minutes, brush any mercury 

from the surface OT' the pycnomete:r into the beaker, remove the 

I'ycnometer al~ogcther f rom the beaker, and vJeigh. to the nearest 

milligram, the beaker containing the mercu-ry displaced by the 

sample, (ri2). 

(e) The c1ifference of the weighings, W2 - l,V1 , gives the 

weight ()f mercu1"Y, ~~' Wm, displaced by the sample. 
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4. 

PROCEDURE T0 DETE-qMTIm ®~IN V0LUMfu 

8. (8) Remove the sample from the pycnometer, and brush 

off all adherent mercury. Transfer to t he mortar and carefully 

grind the sample completely to grain size or smaller, avoiding 

any loss nf sample or chipping of the mortar. Weigh the 

pycnnmeter to the nearest milligram, W3. 

(b) Transfer the crusheo material to the pycnometer and 

weigh to the nearest milligram, Wg• 

(c) Slowly add kerosene (Section 5 (A)) to it, while 

stirring with a fine wire to remove all entrapped air bubbles. 

Completely fill the pycnometer with kerosene, stand in a beaker, 

replace the cap, fill the beaker with kerosene so that the 

pycnometer is completely covered and cover with a watch.glass. 

(d) Put the beaker in the balance Case and leave for 

20 minutes to attain the temperatu~e thereof. This shall be 

taken as the temperature recorded by the balance case tbermometer 

immersed in the kerosene in the beaker, ten minutes after the 

beaker and pycnometer are put in. This shall be the temperature 

of test, T2 • 

(e) After 20 minuted the pycnometer is removed from the 

beaker, quickly and thoroughly wiped dry and weighed to the 

nearest milligram, Wk-

C AI£:, UL AT In N AND REPrR T : 

9. (a) Calculate the porosity as follows :-

( ( Vp - Wk -~) j 
( ( ) ) 

p = 100( 1 rm ( ~ ) )% 
( Wm ----r ) 
( ) 

where Dm - density of mercury at temperature T1°, 

Dk = density of kerosene at temperature T~ , 
pycnometer at temperature 0 

Vp = volume of T2 , 

Wg = weight of pycnometer + crushed material, 

Wk = weight of pycnometer + crushed material + kerosine a.n 

Wm = weight of mercury displaced by the sample 

( b) Express results to t he first decimal place. 
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5. 

,p.RECISION 

10. (a) Owing to the nature of the test, no duplicate 

tests are possible. However, samples from adjacent portions of 

the original should give porosities comparable to within 5% 
of the mean • 
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TENTATIVE METHnD OF T E8T F~R P~'qMEABILITY 

(of Rocks, including Samples of Drill Cores.) 

P. T. 1_49 (T) • 

(1. This method is intended for the determination of 

permeability. It is applicable to suitably sized samples nf 

rocks and any other substances wh~se constitutions permit of 

thei~ being treated by the procedure set. out in this method, 

subject t~ their own inherent limitations relative to this 

method. It i~ not applicable if there are obvious litho.logical 

variations in the actual sample under test. 

~INITIONS. 

2. (a) "permeability" is the :reciprocal of resistance to 

the viscous flow of unit quantity of a fluid of unit viscosity 

in unit time through a unit cube of material. permeability has 

the dimensions of an area, 

T- 1 ) ( L) 

in c.g.s. units, therefore~ the unit of permeability is 

1 mI,/sec x 1 poise x l..£m.s. 
1 sq. cm. x 1 dyne/sq.cm 

(b) The American Petroleum Institute has tentatively 

adopted a unit of permeability called the o"dar cY", (plural 

"darcysll ). This unit sa.tisfies the dimensional criterion above, 

but is defined:in terms as follows : 

1 darcy = 1 ml./sec ~ 1 centipqise x 1 cm. 
I sq.cm. x 1 atmosphe~e/sq.cm. 

The customary unit is the "millidarcy", = 0.001 darcy, 

abbreviation "md". 

OUTLINE 0F METHOD 

3. The rock s~~ple is orientated with respect to the 

bedding planes, and g~nund to size by the procedure given in 

Secti'ln 6. It is then extracted with acetone ·and benzol, and 

dried in.ar! oven. After cooling in a dessicator, it is mounted 

in the pe .... meameter,' bomb a~ described in J5ectif)n 7 (e), and· 
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2. 

all connections made gas-tight in the apparatus. Dried air is 

then admitted, its flow b~ing so regulated by a neeole valve that 

the differential pressu~e, as shown by the manometer, is constant. 

The times for the passage of air through the :cample are 

measured for varying differential pressures. 

APPARATI!§ • 

4. (a) Compressed ai~ supply of at least 40 psi pressure 

(b) Efficient drying tube 

flIATI:ll I A1§_ 

(c) Permeameter bomb as described in Appendix A.1 (a) 

(d) Differentia manometer, as oescrjbed in Appendix A.16 

(e) Dresche1 type bottle~ 500 mI. capacity minimum. 

(f) Receiving vessel graduated to indicate 60 ml.conent 

accurately. 

(g) 2 Thermometers, aCcurate to, and gra,duated to 

O.loC. (I.P. 20 Ware suitable. ) 

(h) Timer. The stop watch or other timing device used 

shall be graduated in (ivisions of 0.2 sec. or 

less, and 3ha11 be accurate within 0.1 per cent 

when tested over a thirty minute period. 

(i) Pressure tubing, T-piece and screw-clip. 

(j) Stands 

(k) Diamond or other core-drill as specified in 

Appendix A.l. (c) 

(1) Hacksaw mounted to cut drill cores into cylinders 

about 1-1/8" long. 

(m) Micrometer screw guage; preferably metric; 

ratchet type. 

5. (a) Mercury fOT use in the manometer shall be chemically 

clean, and free of any material which might increas 

its vapour pressure above normal. 

(b) Oil for use in the manometer shall have as Iowa 

vapour pressure as poss ible, a nd shall be free of 

more volatile fractions -.which might increase i t~ 

vapour pressure above normal. A suitable grade 

is Apie zon 'B'. 
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SAXtlPLE 

3. 

(c) Benzol for extraction, completely free of oil 

and preferably double-distilled. 

(d) Acetone for extraction, dried nver calcium 

chlor ide ff)r 24 h0ul' ~, free from benzol, oil, 

and other organic impurities and preferably 

double-distilled. Boiling point 56.6°c.maximum. 

6. (a) Ori~ntation. The sample shall first be orientated 

with respect to the bedding planes. If this be impo~sible 

the most likely direction shall be taken as the bedding 

plane, and core pencils cut parallel and peT'pendicular to 

the bedding, whether this be obvious or not. 

(b) Grindjng. A suitable fragment shall be warmed in 

a hot air oven to a temperature of not less than 5~c. 

nor more than 6~c. It shall then be removed from the 

oven and, while hot, immersed in ke~osine at room tempeT

ature and left c0mpletely immersed for not les~ thanrne 

hour. On the expiration of this period, the f~agment 

shall be drilled in the ~equired direction with ~ diamond 

or other drill, thereby forming a core pencil. The length 

of this C0re pencil shall be such as to permit of its 

being cut to form a perfect right cylinder of the follow

ing dimensions -

Length - not le~s than 1-1/16 11 (2.70 cm.) nor more 

than 1-1/8 11 (2.86 cm.) 

Diamater - not less than 55/64" (2.185 cm.) nor 

more than 57/64 11 (2.265 CM.) 

Mea surements of this cylinder shall be made wi th a micro

meter screw gauge, using approved practice. Kerosine 

of exactly the same quality as used fnT soaking the 

sample shall be used fnr cooling ~nd removal of cuttings. 

over-heating in cutting, and sizing if necessayy, shall 

be avoided to prevent t he dehydration, subsequent 

shrinkage, and even fusion of minerals. 
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(c) Crzing After sizing, if necessary, the core 

pencil shall be washed with kerosine, a.f; free as 

j)ossible of cuttings. It shall then be mounted 

in a suitable holder, e.g. a perforated rubber 

stopper, and at least 250 mI. of acetone sucked 

through it. Follow this by at least 250 mI. of 

benzol~ after which the pencil snaIl be dried in 

the oven at 9~C. for at least two hours. Then 

allow it to cool in a desiccator to room 

temp er ature. 

( d ) llru}d ling. C are in hand ling the gr 0 und and 

extracted core pencil is essential to avoid alter

ation in1ts measured dimensions. 

,EREPAiiATIC\N ()F APPARATU;3 

7. (a) The manome~r; One side of the manometer shall 

be filled with mercury, the other with low vapour ~ressure oil. 

The tap on the manometer s hall be turned so t hat the pressure 

differential is established initally on the mercury manometer. 

(b) Connect the apparatus as shown in Fig .1, if 

necessary omitting only the actual bomb for its final position. 

(c). All glass-to-glass joints shall be rendered air

tight with suitable grease. If evidence of leaking be noticed 

at any stage, the test shall be repeated, and previous results 

discarded. 

(d) The amount of rubber tubing in the actual 

pressure system shall be kept to the minimum consistent with 

flexibility, in order to avoid contamination of the system by 

gases from the rubber. 

(e) Remove the core pencil from the deSiccator, 

position centrally in the core-holder and mount by pouring molten 

Wood~ metal round it. The metal shall completely cover the sides 

of the core pencil, and shall leave the plane ends completely 

bare. The core-holder shall then be mounted in the bomb, and the 

top screwe0 down tightly, using sound rubber gaskets as illus

trated. Then connect the bomb into the pressure system with the 

core pencil vertical. 
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OPERAl'If'lN...QF APPABA1lJ§. 

8. (a) Turn on the air supply and adju~t the needle 

valve, V, so that the difference of pressure, as shown on the 

manometer, is of a convenient magnitude. The air Rhall be 

permitted to flow through the core pencil for at least five 

minutes, to eliminate as far as po~sible any irregularities cue 

to moist air absorbed by the core ouring the mounting in the 

bomb. During this time it is convenient to observe the manometer 

for evidence of irregular flow, and to form an est :lroate of the 

differential pressure neces~ary to give an acceptable flow-rate. 

(b) When the core pencil haS been subjected to the 

dried air flow for the specified time, and the flow i~ steady, 

the T-piece, T, shall be closed. Adjust the air pressure ~o 

that the water issues from the Dreschel bottle at the rate of 

about two drops per second. When the diffe~ential pressure, as 

regi~te~ed on the manometer, becomes conRtant, slip the receiving 

vessel under the drop-wise stream of water, and start the timer 

at the instant that the first drop of water paSses the 60 mI. 

graduation of the receiving ves sel. AS t he meni~ cus of the 

water in the I.e ssel passes this mark, stop the timer and record 

the time in seconds. 

(c) The reading of the manometer immediately after 

complete efflux of water into the receiving vessel, shall be 

noted, and must correspond exactly with that noted immediately 

before starting the test, otherwi'se the test must be repeated, 

and the result di~carded. 

(d) During passage of the gas under the conditions of 

test, there ~hall be no variation in the differential pressure, 

as recorded on the manometer. Should there by any such 

variation, the test must be repeated. 

(e) By adjusting the needle valve, alter the differ

ential pressure as registered by the manometer, and repeat the 

operations in (b) and (c), so that at least three sets of 

results are obtained. 
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6. 

(f) The temperature of test shall be the mean of the 

temperatures, indicated by the thermometer strapped to the side of 

the bomb, at the commencement of passing air through the core 

pencil, at the completion of test and five minutes thereafter. 

Where several test~ are run consecutively on the same sample, the 

temperature at the completion of each shall be recorded for 

averaging. Should the temperature vary by more than .1 oC. at any 

time during these periods, the test must be discarded. 

The test should be conducted in a draught-free room, 

as far distant as possible from sources of heat which might 

change the air temperature. 

(g) The time nf the actual test run shall not be le~s 

than 20 seconds using the oil manometer, nor less than 30 seconds 

with the mercury manometer. 

(h) For cnre pencils of very low permeability , the oil 

manometer ~hould be used. In this case, the te~perature of the oil 

shall be ascertained by means of a thermometer strapped to the 

middle 9f the part of the limb occupied by the oil on the low 

pressure side. 

CALCULATION AND..-BEPOE1 

9. (a) The permeability shall be expressed as millidarcys, 

and calculated from t he following formula when the mercury manometer 

is used : 

k = V x h x v x 760Q,Q 
t x a x p 

where V = volume of airpass1ng through the core (60 mI.) 

h = length of core in c.m. 

v = viscosity of air in centipoises at the temperature 

as determined in Section 8 (f). 

t = time in seconds 

a = cross-sectional area of the core in sq.cm., and 

p = differential pressure in cm. of me~cury. 
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(b) The permeability in millidarcys is calculated 

from the following fOTmula when the oil manometer is used : 

k = V x h x v x 76000 x do -- -------
t x a x Po x dm 

where V, h, v, t and a have the values aSRlgned in Section 9 

(a), and 
Po = differential pressure in cm. of oil, 

,do = Specific gravity of the oil at the 
temperature determined in Section 8 (g), and 

dm = specific gravity of mercury at the temperature 
qf the oil. 

NOTEi_ (i) v, do and dm are determined from the appropriate 

accompanying charts. 

(ii) The permeability as claculated above, is 

( c) 

( i) 

( ii) 

identical with "permeability" as denoted in 

Section 1, para. 7. of API Code on Determina

tion of Permeability, API Code No.27, 2nd. 

Edition. April 1942. 

The report shall include the following information 

permeability = 
Permeabili ty = 

• • • 

• • • 

md parallel to the bedding 

md perpendicular to the bedding 

Where the beeding i~ indeterminate, as specified in Section 6 

( a), II (apparent) II s hall be written after "bedding" in (i) and 

(ii) im~ediately preceding. 

PJUXtISIClI. 

10. Results on the same core at different times should 

not diffeT from the mean by more than the following amounts : 

Permeability Repeatabili ty Reproducibility 
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APPENDIX 

A1. APparatus 

(a.) Bomb - The bomb shall confoJ"m to the (1 imensions 

set out in Fig.2. The top of the bomb shall be composed of 

bras~, and the thread shall compri~e 26 turns to t he inch. The 

core holder shall be turned from mild steel, and the bomb body 

from brass, of the Same quality as the top of the bomb. The 

core holder shall be a slip fit in the bomb body •. Tolerances 

shall be 0.1 millimeters, except where expres~ly stated as -

otherwise in the text of the l'Iethod. The a.ssembled bomb shall 

appear as shown in Fig. 3. 

(b) The double differential manometer shall conform 

to the dimensions of the apparatus as set out·in Fig. 

Tolerances in all Ca~es shall be 1 millimeter maximum. 

(c) -A' diamond or other core drill, capable of cutting 

cylinders within the limits set out in Section 6 (b), and 

capable of being used safely with kerosine of flash point 

90°F. minimum, as determined by AS~~ D 93 - 46. Commercial 

power ke~osine should be suitable as a coolant. 
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